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About Family Worker Training +
Development Programme Inc.
FWT+DP is a non-government, not for profit agency supporting
the learning and development of people working with families
in Western Sydney. FWT+DP deliver a wide range of dynamic,
affordable training and other learning and development
opportunities. Topics and issues covered relate to the work of
individuals and agencies working with families. FWT+DP prides
itself on delivering quality training and development based on
principles of best practice and the current evidence base
relating to work with children and families.

WHO WE SERVE
People working directly with families and the service
system working with families with children up to 18 years.

POPULATION RESULTS TO WHICH
WE CONTRIBUTE
Whole Population: Safe, Healthy, Resilient (and Inclusive)
children, young people, families & communities

Target Population Result: Those working with families
(and service system they work in) have the capacity to provide
families/ communities with quality support

OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Workers and services that are:






Valued and skilled
Evidence based
Child centered and family focused
Working collaboratively
Responsive to changing needs

OUR MISSION
To provide high quality affordable practice based learning
and development for those who work with children
and families in Greater Western Sydney.
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OUR CORE VALUES
Respect for children, families,
communities and those who work with them
We recognise, promote and build on strengths. We see
the importance of everyone’s contributions to society
and aim to uphold their dignity and rights in all we do.

Working together to make a difference
We take time to build and maintain the relationships
needed for making a difference. We concentrate
all our efforts on what will make a difference.

Responsiveness
We listen to those working with families about challenges
facing them and their related professional practice
development needs. We respond to their needs
as they arise, in ways that are informed by
best practice and current evidence.

Reflecting on practice
We continually reflect on what we do, how we do it and
strive to learn about what works best. We promote
this approach with all those we serve.

Accountability
We are accountable to our membership, funders and the
communities we serve. We are accountable
for the quality and integrity of what we do
and for the difference we make.

THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE
We strive to make a difference in the following ways:







Increased capacity in strengths based practice
Increased knowledge in evidence base
Increased knowledge in topic (by achieving
learning goals)
Increased confidence to apply knowledge
Increased capacity for reflective / conscious
work practice
Increased knowledge and capacity for
inclusive collaborative practice
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Board of
Management
2010 – 2011

Kerry
Thomas
Deb
Deering
Peter
O’Brien
Janine
Madden
Cheryl
Charlesworth
Remy
Matias
(retiring)

Sigrid
Herring
(new member)

FWT+DP BOARD OF MANAGEMENT REPORT
Along with many other community organisations FWT+DP experiences its share of changes
- to programs, staff, funding priorities...the list goes on. What is exciting about FWT+DP is
the way change is embraced as a positive opportunity. What is also exciting is that core
values of responsiveness, collaborative partnerships and supporting the work of those at
the coal face with families have stood the test of time and form a solid basis to continue
embracing new and exciting ways of delivering quality learning and professional
development opportunities .
It is this match of core values and responsiveness to new and emerging evidence and
practice that enabled FWT+DP to take a lead role in supporting the professional
development of workers – over 3000 worker training places in 2010-11 from over 650
different organisations. This is an amazing achievement only matched by the diversity of
training opportunities offered to workers.
Of course quantity is only one measure of success and we have been determined to find
effective ways to measure change in practice and the extent to which the professional
development opportunities provided contribute to the end product - the well being of
children and families. While people love to attend training they are less thrilled about
returning post training surveys! In our quest to truly evaluate our programs we have
trialled some different post training evaluation methods this year which have given us a
broader picture of the impact of our training. We are keen to know how training impacts
workers in the longer term and how this in turn impacts the way that they work with
families and the way they work with other services. The use of Survey Monkey and phone
interviews has added an extra choice for time poor workers to respond to post training
questions. While the results show variation in the response rate and the application of
new learning, it provides FWT+DP with much more relevant and useful data to inform
planning into the future.
The team at FWT+DP led ably by Jackie Wilgress are to be congratulated for the great work
that they have done not only over the last year but over many years. Jackie Wilgress
combines the benefits of many years experience in the sector with the indefatigable
capacity to embrace new ways of working and new partners to work with. She truly leads
by example! As always we as a board pay tribute to the workers who embrace best
practice and remain committed to quality professional development. The individual skills
of this team form an outstanding whole!
It has been a great year characterised by cooperative effort and shared vision. In particular
I want to thank the other members of the Board: Deb Deering as Vice President, Janine
Madden as Secretary and Peter O’Brien Treasurer who have provided great support to
Jackie and the team. Remy Matias and Cheryl Charlesworth have been an enormous
source of experience and wisdom. This year we farewelled Remy but thank her very much
for the contribution she has made to the board over many years and we warmly welcomed
new Board member Sigrid Herring.
We continue to acknowledge and respect the role of our major funder, NSW Community
Services in partnering with us to provide quality learning and development opportunities.
FWT+DP Board President: Kerry Thomas
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT 2010 TO 2011
FWT+DP Inc. has continued its trend of growth and innovation during this past year, as
opportunities continue to present themselves and we prove ourselves to be ready, willing
and able to deliver.
In early 2010/2011 we received funding from Community Builders for a Children and
Mental Health (2 year) Project. New project worker Dianne Colbert has very capably met
the project outcomes for the year.
In September ‘Victims of Crime’ funding allowed us to deliver a series of workshops and
Forums around Domestic and Family Violence. We were thrilled to have Meg Brooks
Kuhner from the USA present at these events and to share some of the very exciting work
being done overseas. This series was very well attended and created much discussion
around Domestic and Family Violence. Meg was also the guest speaker at our AGM where
she spoke about the Intensive Domestic Abuse (Perpetrators) Program which she facilitates
in Vermont USA. Thanks to Maria Losurdo for making this happen.
Veronica Riddell and Jackie Stewart very ably pulled together a dynamic 2 Day Youth
Conference in February with more than 100 youth workers attending.
FWT+DP partnered with Rosie’s Place to deliver a conference, funded by the Health
Department. The ‘Healing our Way’ Conference (held in March 2011) was aimed at
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal workers working with Aboriginal families in Western Sydney.
It was a huge success, with over 200 participants. Julianne Abood (project coordinator) and
Jackie Stewart (project assistance) are to be congratulated for the great work they did in
making this conference a very special and significant learning event for so many people.
Staff changeover this past year has also been very active. The following workers joined the
team: Vicki Wilde (in August), Dianne Colbert (in December), Bih Yuh Jin and Sharmila
Falzon (in February) and Alisha Alderton (in April). Nicole Chadszinow returned from
maternity leave in January and Jennifer Bulley went on maternity leave in October; Linda
Marsonet left in September to work in Family Support; and Bih Yuh Jin left in June after
successfully completing her student placement and a short term project work position.

FWT+DP
Workers
2010 – 2011
Jackie Wilgress
Maria Losurdo
Julianne Abood
Heather
Callaghan
Veronica Riddell
Nicole
Chadszinow
Jane Skelton
Jackie Stewart
Vicki Wilde
Dianne Colbert
Alisha Alderton

Jane Skelton has been a valuable asset as the consistent worker for FNSW projects over the
last 2 years during a period of significant staff changeover.

Sharmila Falzon

We celebrated Veronica Riddell’s 10 years service at FWT+DP in February; it has been great
to have Veronica as part of our team since 2001.

Jennifer Bully

Max Watson has worked consistently on updating the web site and making suggestions for
new and innovating ways to keep the site interesting.

Linda Marsonet

Alisha Alderton, our new ACYFS Aboriginal Project worker has brought much enthusiasm to
the team. Alisha is replacing Jackie Stewart who takes on a new role as the Domestic
Violence Training Project worker.

Bih Yuh Jin

Maria Losurdo continues to have a significant role with FWT+DP; her ability to think
outside the square; to help us think through existing and potential initiatives; and her
flexibility in her role is very much valued.
Financial Administrator, Heather Callaghan keeps me (and the Board) extremely well
informed and organised. Board meetings are held quarterly with lots of discussion and
decision making supported by the information from ‘Matrix on Board’ who provides the
Board with quarterly external review of our accounts.
I am very well supported by a committed cohesive Board; Kerry Thomas – President, Deb
Deering – Vice President, Janine Madden – Secretary, Peter O’Brien – Treasurer, Cheryl
Charlesworth. Remy Matias resigned in January and Sigrid Herring joined us in June.
I want to thank the Board for their encouragement and support. I’d also like to thank the
staff for their ongoing hard work and commitment to FWT+DP.
FWT+DP Executive Officer: Jackie Wilgress
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Max Watson

ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2010 TO 2011
Growth and sustainability have continued to be the two biggest opportunities and challenges for FWT+DP
in this past year. FWT+DP’s long term industry experience and sound reputation provide for ongoing
opportunity to build on the services we provide and the types of training we are able to deliver.
Ongoing expansion also brings with it the challenges to grow in a manageable fashion and maintain the
focus of clear outcome goals and quality service provision. Internal adjustments that have been undertaken
to support growth have included: expansion of office space, staff supervision and support processes and
existing IT and database programmes; enhancements to computer equipment, online staff calendars,
Internet and Intranet systems; revision of FWT+DP core goals; trialling different evaluation processes;
redistribution and sharing of project worker roles; and new processes to track and record what we do
against the new strategic plan.
The revised core goals for FWT+DP are as follows:







Increased capacity in strengths based practice
Increased knowledge in evidence base
Increased knowledge in topic (by achieving learning goals)
Increased confidence to apply knowledge
Increased capacity for reflective / conscious work practice
Increased knowledge and capacity for inclusive collaborative practice (NEW)

It has been important to stay in touch with the emerging and ongoing issues faced by the community sector
and the potential impact on the training and support local workers will most need. Significant issues
currently affecting the local services include: Community Services funding stream realignment and the flow
on impact to service criteria, roles and practice; the ongoing roll out of ‘Keep Them Safe’ and evolution of
the child protection system (particularly in relation information sharing under chapter 16A); the ongoing
lack of practice based training in relation to responding to domestic violence and concern and confusion as
to where domestic violence does (and should) fit within new funding guidelines.
There are also a number of ongoing sector development issues that remain high on the agenda, including
capacity building in cross cultural competence, access for Aboriginal families and community and integrated
collaborative service systems and work practice.
FWT+DP has responded to these issues in a number of ways, eg: closer monitoring and consultation with
local services and networks on the impacts of these changes on their work practice and training needs;
holding forums to gauge and assess needs; including relevant training initiatives on the training calendar;
developing a more intensive and longer term view of training in areas where sustained changes to work
practice and sector culture is required. Where possible, FWT+DP has also self funded initiatives to support
local learning and development needs when other sources of funding are not available.
Projects that came to an end in the last financial year:
o FNSW Children’s Services Building Curriculum around Families & Communities (2 year) Project
o BBH Results Based Accountability Training (1 year) Project
o FNSW Facilitated Forums Project (to be merged into FWT+DP FNSW L&D projects from July 2011)
Projects that commenced operation in the last financial year
o Children and Mental Health Learning & Development (2 year) Project
o Better Futures Metro West Learning & Development (1 year) Project
o Kids and DV Forums Project (one-off project funded by Victims of Crime)
o FWT+DP Domestic Violence Training Project (FWT+DP funded initiative)
o Healing Our Way Conference Partnership Project (one-off project funded by SWAHS)
o Australian Early Development Index (AEDI) Local Champions (short term) Project
Other projects and partnerships in the pipeline as at June 2011:
o RBA Extension Partnership Project
o Regional Keep Them Safe training Initiative
FWT+DP Manager, Projects Development: Maria Losurdo
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INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY REPORT
Website: The FWT+DP website has been completely overhauled and is now a fully operational CMS
(content management system) Joomla based Site. Website development continues including work on
training videos on various topics that will better equip people to use our site and our on-line registration
portal. Usage statistics since the introduction of the new website demonstrate that it is well utilised (as
detailed in the graph below). I invite you to visit our new look website at www.fwtdp.org.au and to let us
know what you think!
Database: The database requires continued review and development to maintain efficiency and to meet
the needs of an evolving organisation and sector. Changes in the past year have included adapting
information we get at registration in line with changing funding administrative requirements; fine tuning
and updating reporting capacity; and enhancing database capacity to generate participant certificates. I
believe continued database development and increased levels of automation will remain essential
considerations for the future.
Less Paper Office: We are making slow progress in this area. Shared drive folder systems have been refined
and rationalised to create a more unified file storage culture and the team has reduced the amount of
material printed and stored in hard copy. The Lease of a new photocopier also reduces unit printing costs.
Future Thinking: IT products and capacity change rapidly and FWT+DP needs to find ways to stay abreast of
these developments and consider where the introduction of new technology will benefit the organisation.
Some examples of potential areas for consideration include increased utilisation of “the cloud” (storage,
retrieval and usage of on line applications) such as Google ‘Docs and Apps’ for business and creative use of
iPhone / iPad technology and the use of online training videos via U Tube and/or other platforms.
My New Role: As of July 2011 my role will focus specifically on Website development and maintenance,
with greater responsibility transferring over to individual project workers for maintaining the database.
I continue to very much enjoy working at FWT+DP; as a person with a disability I appreciate both the
respect and care of the staff.
FWT+DP Web Administration: Max Watson
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FWT+DP RESULTS REPORT CARD 2010 TO 2011

How Much

How Well

12 training
projects areas

90.5%
rating of quality
of trainer's skills
and knowledge

104.5 days - 620 hrs
training provided

3158
Registrations from
684
Organisations
(87.7% Attendance)

Who's Better Off?

87.5%
Achievemnt of
learning goals

89.8%
rating of quality
of location, venue
and catering
10.7%
Aboriginal Particpants

15.1%

78.4%
Increased
knowledge of
evidence base

CALD Particpants

The story behind ‘who’s better off’ continued….
During 2010 – 2011 FWT+DP trialled a number of new strategies for collecting information
on the sustained benefits of the training delivered. This included assessment of the impact
of training on ongoing work practice and on the development of quality collaborative
working relationships with others. As a service we are also keen to explore ways of
assessing the ultimate flow on impact of training for families and communities. New trial
evaluation processes were applied to 532 (approx 20%) of participants in 2010/2011.
The need to explore new and different ways of evaluating the ongoing impact of training
has come about for a number of reasons:
o Response rates to the existing system for collecting post event evaluation information
has waned considerably over the past few years.
o Adding a new core goal (‘Increased knowledge and capacity for inclusive collaborative
practice’) brings with it the need to assess to determine if this is happening.
o The growing diversity of training events, forums and conferences delivered by FWT+DP
often calls for a more tailored and in depth approach to evaluation.
o The desire to explore and make better use of evolving technology and online surveys.
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POST EVENT EVALUATION RESULTS 2010 TO 2011
Kids & DV Forums: (Sept 2010)
Description: A Forum (delivered across 3 different areas) that aimed to bring together a
range of service providers, from both NGO and Government agencies, involved in
responding to domestic violence to consider specifically the experiences and needs of
children impacted by domestic violence.
Number of events = 3 x 1 day forum
Attendance Figures = 172 Participants
Method of Survey:
 Standard post event evaluation questions delivered as an online survey (via Survey
Monkey) that went out to all participants of all 3 events.
 Phone survey (with 10% of participants) that focused on the impact of the Forums on
individual and agency work practice and on outcomes for client families.

‘Who’s Better Off’ Results: (response rate: 16% online survey / 10% phone)
Positive Impact on Individual Work Practice:
29.4% - gained new information & strategies for working with children impacted by DV
17.6% - increased their understanding of children’s experiences and needs
17.6% – made new connections to support work practice and/or self care
Positive Impact on Agency Practice:
47.1% - agencies hadn’t had enough time to apply new approaches (29.4% of agencies
stated that they were open to applying new approaches)
11.8% - agencies had put new approaches into place with positive results
Impact on Children Families: (services that had applied new approaches reported):
 Worker was more focused on child
 Mother and child had reported positively on use of strengths based approaches
 Child had reported feeling her voice had been heard
 Different approaches to building trust had strengthened work with child

Internal Evaluation Lessons Learnt:
 Online surveys = increased response rates.
 Phone conversations were a positive method for exploring impact on work practice (and
families) however also very resource intensive and perhaps best used for snapshot data.
 More time required before surveying participants to best gage flow on impact to families.
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Post Event Evaluation Results 2010 to 2011
Blue Mountains Early Childhood Summit: (October 2010)
Description: 1 day conference for teachers, early childhood staff, family workers, child
protection workers, community nurses and other health professionals, to review emerging
evidence base in early childhood development; and to explore opportunities for planed
local collaborative cross disciplinary practice for best outcomes for children and families.
Number of events = 1 x 1 day conference
Attendance Figures = 180 Participants
Method of Survey: Standard post event evaluation questions delivered as an online survey
(via Survey Monkey) that went out to all participants.

‘Who’s Better Off’ Results: (response rate 13%)
Increased individual work practice capacity:
69.6% - increased ability to notice and build on family and community strengths
82.6% - increased confidence to apply new knowledge
73.9% - increased level of conscious practice (doing things with purpose based on key
messages from evidence)
Increased capacity to apply new knowledge and evidence based approaches:
66.6% - increased understanding of central importance of building relationships with families
58.3% - increase in understanding of importance of always working towards independence
65.2% - increased understanding of recognising the family as the expert in their own lives
58.3% - increased understanding of making service delivery fit families (not other way around)

Internal Evaluation Lessons Learnt:
 Online surveys = increased response rates.
 Missed the opportunity to tailor survey to gauge impact on changes to collaborative
practice as a result of participation in the summit.
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Post Event Evaluation Results 2010 to 2011
Child & Family Forums Metro West: (May to November 2010)
Description: A series of Forums delivered over six (6) different local government areas that
aimed to bring together a range of (NGO/Govt) child and family workers and services to
explore the realities and needs of families and communities who do not usually access /
receive community sector support and ways of working together to improve access. Using
the same overall format, each area had the opportunity to identify priority groups and
responses relevant to their own communities.
Number of events = 6 x half day forums across 6 regions
(represents events in 2010/2011 – this survey included a further 12 events from 2009/2011.
The survey will also be repeated in 2011/12 as part of the overall 2 year Project evaluation process.)

Attendance Figures = 180 participants
Method of Survey:
 Tailored online survey (via Survey Monkey) that went to all participants in each area
that Child & Family Forums took place.
 Survey focused on the impact of the Forums on increasing knowledge on service
provision to ‘hard to reach’ families and community through collaborative practice.

‘Who’s Better Off’ Results: (response rate 38%)
Increased individual work practice capacity:
48.3% - Increased understanding of concept of ‘hard to reach’ families and community
54.1% - Gained new strategies to engage ‘hard to reach’ families and community
66.3% - Increased knowledge of other services they could work with to support ‘hard to
reach’ families and community
Increased or improved individual and collaborative approaches:

43.6% - of workers had applied one or more new ideas into their own practice
19.5% - of agencies had introduced a new or different strategy to improve engagement of
‘hard to reach’ families and community
24.1% - of agencies had started a new partnership with another service to engage ‘hard to
reach’ families and community

Internal Evaluation Lessons Learnt:
 Online surveys = increased response rates.
 Applying the same survey across region good for area specific assessment /comparisons.
 Surveying impact practice at both mid-project and end-project will provide good picture
of overall changes to practice.
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TRAINING PARTICIPANTS BY SERVICE TYPE 2010 TO 2011

Brighter Futures
Project, 1.1

ACYFS Project, 0.4

Childrens Service,
23.1

Other, 31.3

FNSW CP/BBH, 1.2

FNSW Nep, 1.7

Family Support
Service, 12
Youth Service, 6
Govt (Fed), 0.7
Accom Service, 2.2

Govt (Local), 3.8
Govt (State), 16.4

Particpants (% by Service Type)

Details of Organisations Accessing FWT+DP Training Events 2010 to 2011
A total of 652 organisations sent workers to FWT+DP events on 1661 occasions
71 x Organisations (11%) sent workers to FWT+DP events on 10 or more occasions
22 x Aboriginal specific organisations sent workers to FWT+DP events
(counted by event)
48 x Cultural specific (CALD) organisations sent workers to FWT+DP events
(counted by event)
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COMBINED PROJECT SUMMARY DATA 2010 TO 2011
Total for Year

Total (Shown by Event)

Shown as a percentage (% shown by event)
Quality Location,
Venue & Catering

Learning from
Goals Achieved

Learning from
Evidence Base

Quality Trainer’s
Performance

Female
Participants

Male
Participants

CALD Identified
Participants

ATSI Identified
Participants

Organisations

Attendance

Registrations

Training
Hours

Training
Days

Project
1.

9 days

65hrs

55

91

67

98.9

0

8.0

92.0

96.9

60.0

91.6

94.1

2.

4 days

31hrs

148

142

67

9.0

22.0

20.0

80.0

96.9

80.6

95.3

93.9

3.

2 days

14hrs

38

29

13

7.0

7.0

34.0

66.0

89.4

69.2

85.5

94.5

10.5 days 75hrs

167

164

100

4.0

16.0

11.0

89.0

86.5

82.3

81.4

84.1

5.

8 days

49hrs

273

240

151

10.0

22.0

11.0

89.0

92.4

86.2

88.6

88.2

6.

10 days

30hrs

214

136

46

0

3.0

0

100.0

94.3

66.4

86.9

92.9

7.

18 days

134hrs 410

369

213

3.0

27.0

14.0

86.0

90.8

87.3

86.5

85.5

8.

21 days

71hrs

720

579

385

9.0

16.0

7.0

93.0

88.2

74.9

80.5

87.3

9.

13 days

90hrs

602

541

320

5.0

7.0

7.0

93.0

90.6

86.4

88.7

89.2

10.

6 days

49hrs

289

251

164

8.0

22.0

4.0

96.0

93.4

84.9

90.6

93.7

11.

2 days

16hrs

200

185

106

28.0

10.0

15.0

85.0

77.0

83.8

NA

84.2

12.

1 day

3hrs

42

42

29

0

32.0

19.0

81.0

NA

NA

NA

NA

4.

Male
Participants

Female
Participants

15.1%

12.5%

87.5%

90.5%

Project Key:
1.

ACYFS (Aboriginal Workers) Learning & Development Project*
* ACYFS figures adjusted to include Koori Yarn Sessions NOT currently show on data base

2.

Better Futures Metro West Learning & Development Project

3.

Better Futures Nepean Learning & Development Project

4.

Children & Mental Health Learning & Development Project

5.

Family Worker Training Project

6.

FNSW Children Services Learning & Development Project

7.

FNSW CBBP Learning & Development Project

8.

FNSW Facilitated Forums Project

9.

FNSW Nepean Learning & Development Project

10. FWT+DP DV Training Project
11. Healing Our Way Conference (Rosie’s Place Partnership)
12. RBA Training Project Outcomes Report Launch
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Quality Location,
Venue & Catering

CALD Identified
Participants

10.7%

Learning from
Goals Achieved

ATSI Identified
Participants

684

Learning from
Evidence Base

Individual Orgs
(1661 times)

3158 2769

Quality Trainer’s
Performance

Attendance
(87.7%)

Registrations

Training
Hours

Training
Days

Totals

104.5 days 620hrs

78.4%

87.5%

89.8%

Individual
Project
Outcome
Reports
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ACYFS LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
The ACYFS (Aboriginal Child, Youth and Family Strategy) Project is
aimed at bringing culturally relevant and accessible training to
Aboriginal workers across the Metro West region. 2010 – 2011 was
an exciting year for the project; bringing both an expansion to the numbers of Aboriginal workers coming to
the training provided and a new worker to the project. As part of this changeover, Jackie Stewart (who has
moved on to another FWT+DP role) has worked to support and mentor new worker, Alisha Alderton as the
new ACYFS Project Worker.
Jackie: ACYFS has been very successful throughout 2010-2011. As the project worker I have been able to
maintain a good rapport with Aboriginal workers across metro west. The biggest achievement for ACYFS is
the increasing numbers attending Yarn up, with organisations gaining an understanding of the importance
for Aboriginal workers to access support from other Aboriginal workers, and the need for workers to be
able to discuss Aboriginal issues in a safe cultural environment. ACYFS has also been able to keep a regular
number of training participants in all workshops.
Alisha: I’ve only been at Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc since start of May 2011 as
Aboriginal Project Worker for the ACYFS Project. Since starting at FWT+DP all the staff have been very
welcoming and I find working at FWT+DP very rewarding and challenging.
I am excited about my new role as Aboriginal Project Worker and the opportunity this gives me to network
and meet new workers in the sector. I enjoy organising and promoting different training workshops. I also
enjoy being involved in other workshops being provided by FWT+DP staff and attending different network
meetings. This has been a good way to get my name and face known by other services and for me to see
firsthand the opportunities and challenges involved in delivering sector wide training. I am also coming to
know and understand how the training we are providing workers is benefiting not only their own
knowledge and skills but also helping them provide greatly needed services and support to the community.
Project Workers: Jackie Stewart and Alisha Alderton

Initiatives Completed

Results

Workshops and Forums:

How Much:

Early Literacy Workshop - Aug

16 Events (approx 65 hours)

Attachment theory with a cultural twist - Nov

91 participants from 67 Organisations
(including 2 x ATSI specific organisations)

Anti Discrimination - Nov

How Well:

Healthy Eating Workshop - cancelled

98.9% - ATSI participation

Attachment Theory with a Cultural Twist - April

96.9% - quality of trainer skills
and knowledge

First Aid training - May
Introducing Culture to Preschools - June
Koori Yarn Up Gatherings - monthly ongoing

94.1% - quality of event location,
venue and catering

Other Initiatives:

Who’s better Off:

Peer support and networking with Aboriginal
workers across the region.

60% - learning from evidence base
91.6% - achievement of learning goals
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FAMILY WORKER TRAINING PROJECT
The Family Worker Training Project (formally CSGP, now Community Builders funded) aims to provide
learning and professional development opportunities for those working with families with dependent
children 0-18 (Family and Youth Workers). Part of this role involves researching sector needs; delivering
training on emerging issues; and sourcing research and evidence based practice in family work.
Highlights of project work completed in 2010 - 2011 include:
Drug & Alcohol Use: Change and Choice: Peter Slattery developed a creative approach, both theoretical
and practical, for working with young people in trouble and is a very highly regarded trainer.
Introduction to Narrative Therapy: David Newman spoke beautifully, introducing this therapeutic technique.
Smoking Care Project (a partnership with the Smoking Care Project Blacktown): This event aimed at
increasing the capacity of those who work with disadvantaged clients to provide quit smoking support. My
role involved helping to develop and promote these events that were eventually run under other projects.
Child Protection Forum: Collette Smart presented a powerful ‘Cyber Safety’ session including information
on advocating for the ‘Right to Childhood’. Collective Shout (an organisation that lobbies against the
sexualisation of young boys and girls) also presented. Other presenters included: Professor Jan Mason and
colleagues from Social Justice and Social Change Research Centre at UWS who presented their research and
created discussions around issues affecting children and families in kinship care arrangements; and Tina
Napier from the Kinship Care Project who supported two Kinship Care clients who talked about their
personal experiences. Workers attending the forum reported that they found this a powerful experience.
Project Worker: Veronica Riddell

Initiatives Completed

Results

Workshops and Forums:
Case Management-Good Practice - July

How Much:
8 Events (49 hours)

Drug and Alcohol use: Change and Choice - Aug

240 participants from 151 Organisations
(inc 1 x ATSI and 1 x CALD specific organisation)

AGM Presentation: “Innovation and Inspiration:
Working with men who perpetrate violence” - Sept
Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction - Nov

How Well:
10% - ATSI participation

Narrative Therapy - Nov

22% - CALD participation

Working with Men’s Response to Conflict - April

92.4% - quality of trainers skills and
knowledge

Child Protection Forum:
Cyber Safety and Kinship Care - May

88.2% - quality of event location, venue
and catering

Taking Effective Case Notes – June

Who’s better Off:
86.2% - learning from evidence base

Other Initiatives:
 Event planning and organisational support for
relevant workshops run under other projects
 Participation in the Hills Youth Services Network
Planning Group – 4 services x 2 meetings

88.6% - achievement of learning goals
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CHILDREN AND MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT
The Children and Mental Health Project is an exciting new initiative established in response to extensive
consultations with the community sector. The project is funded by Community Services under the
Community Builders Program for a period of 2 years until June 2012. The project provides information and
practical strategies to enable more effective services and support for children and families experiencing
mental health issues. Covering six LGA’s in Western Sydney, the project aims to increase partnerships and
build capacity of workers to strengthen and resource children and families. Training events cover a wide
range of areas in working with children with mental health concerns, as well as supporting children with
parents living with mental illness.
o Eight events were run in total – 3 x 2 full day events; 4 full day events and 1 half day event. Training
was run in Springwood; Windsor; Parramatta; Merrylands, Penrith and Blacktown.
o ‘Supporting Mental Health Needs of Children’ training was booked to capacity in Parramatta,
generating demand for a third workshop (including many organisations that had not attended FWT+DP
training recently). Responses included: “Excellent. Highly recommended and a wonderful, pleasant
training day. Thank you”. “It was an area I was not overly knowledgeable about and I now feel much
more confident, particularly in the way of approaching and discussing [issues] with families”.
o Specialist trainers were brought up from Melbourne to deliver two of the events; ‘Aiding Children of
Parents with Mental Illness’ and ‘Building Mentally Healthier Communities’, receiving very positive
responses from training participants, eg: “Fantastic trainers, content and engagement “
o Participant’s responses to the ‘Youth Mental Health First Aid’ training included: “Very good course with
detail/insight to various disorders”; “the ‘Algee’ approach to crisis was great information, practical and
easy to apply.” “Fantastic, I’ve done a lot of training in the past 7 years and it is the best I have had.”
Project Worker: Dianne Colbert

Initiatives Completed

Overall Results

Workshops & Forums:

How Much:

Youth Mental Health First Aid - March

8 Events (75 hours)

Youth Mental Health First Aid - March

164 participants from 100 Organisations

Youth Mental Health First Aid - May

(inc: 5 x ATSI and 15 x CALD specific Organisations)

Supporting Mental Health Needs of Children - May

How Well:

Supporting Mental Health Needs of Children - May

4% - ATSI participation

Building Mentally Healthier Communities - June

16% - CALD participation

Aiding Children of Parents with Mental Illness - June

86.5% - quality of trainer skill & knowledge
84.1% - quality of location, venue & catering

Supporting Mental Health Needs of Children - June

Who is better off:
Other Initiatives:

82.3% - learning from evidence base

 Promote new training available through the project
 Ongoing consultation with local sector on training needs
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81.4% - achieving learning goals

FNSW FACILITATED FORUMS PROJECT
The Families NSW Facilitated Forums Project is now in its second year of
operation. The project is aimed at enhancing and supporting
collaborative practice for working with families with young children. The role of the Project is to deliver
training and capacity building initiatives to child and family workers working with children aged 0-8 years in
the Metro West Region. The project also works closely with the FWT+DP Learning & Development Projects
team to deliver appropriate and targeted training to these workers.
A significant aspect of this project has been its specific focus on “Engaging ‘Hard to Reach’ Families” as the
theme for all work carried out over the life of the project. In picking up and extending from last year, the
focus for 2010 – 2011 has been to strengthen knowledge already gained and support participating services
to move forward with collaboration in action in response to the needs of families and communities across
the region under the second phase of the project, namely:
Learning Outcome Goals for phase 2 ‘engaging hard to reach families’: Support and resource participating
services and networks to implement, monitor, access and showcase local collaborative strategies to
engage hard to reach families and communities relevant to each area (via Child and Family Forums).
Child and Family Forums Aims:
 Build on sector learning and promote best practice through guest presenters and new resources
 Support specific collaborative practice initiatives in your area
 Enhance access to prevention and early intervention evidence-base
The Project also facilitates ‘Regional Practice Forums’ which aim to:
 Build on learning and promote best practice through guest presenters and new resources
 Support projects working under each FNSW Service Activity Description (SAD) to identify priority
strategies to achieve intended results
 Inform and share innovative practice and collaborative partnerships
 Facilitate information sharing back to FNSW Implementation Group (FIG) area planning processes
Another special feature of the project is that the role of organising events in consultation with local services
and networks has been shared between three FWT+DP project workers to enable area specific focus and
relationship building. Bringing a shared focus over such a large and diverse geographic reach has provided
for exciting (and sometimes challenging) opportunities in balancing the goals for area wide effort and area
specific needs and issues. Working in partnership with local services and involving them in the planning and
development of project activities was a vital aspect of the work and local working groups met throughout
the life of the project. This occurred through discussions at project working groups in each area.
Project Working Groups

# Meetings Held

# Participating Orgs’

Auburn Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

4

Blacktown Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

4

Hills Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

3

Holroyd/Parramatta Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

5

Penrith Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

6

Hawkesbury Child & Family Forums Planning Group

4

5

Culmination Event Planning Group

5

1

Let’s Get Connected Planning Group

4

8
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FNSW FFF Project Highlights 2010 to 2011
FNSW Facilitated Forums Project – Cumberland Prospect (Project Worker: Nicole Chadszinow)
Child & Family Forums – in Auburn, Parramatta, Blacktown and The Hills have brought together a varied
group of workers (experienced and new to the sector) from govt; health, family worker, early childhood
(NGO & Private); and community development who shared the goal of working more collaboratively and
strategically within their own communities. Workers in each area identified similar but different groups,
communities and families as ‘Hard to Reach’ in their own areas.
The journey from identifying ‘Hard to Reach’ Families and Communities - through to how to engage these
groups - and then ultimately to working collaboratively as a community of workers and service providers,
takes time and sustained effort. Understanding this process has been important to try and ensure the
different needs and issues and stages of each area is acknowledged and supported by the project.
Each area is at a different stage of this journey. Some have started a plan; some have already formed
partnerships and started joint initiatives; and others are still getting to know each other and find out more
about each other’s roles.
Reflective Practice Forums for ‘Community Hubs’ and ‘Schools as Community Centres’ (SaCCS) has provided
an opportunity for these workers to come together and reflect on both the shared and unique work and
services that they are providing, and give support to each other. Discussions of service delivery, resources,
ideas and frustrations on the job are discussed in a supported environment. This group of workers inform
and guide the direction of forum content, discussion and format. It is great to see that this group value the
opportunity to listen to and support their professional peers.

FNSW Facilitated Forums Project – Nepean (Project Worker: Jane Skelton)
Working groups on a range of collaborative projects focusing on ‘Hard to Reach’ families were initiated
through the Child and Family forums in both Hawkesbury and Penrith. These included:


Improving access for migrant and refugee children – linking them with family support services



Mainstream services outreaching to Aboriginal families



Creative collaborations around getting information out to parents



Partnership linking young parents with services and information

Reflective Practice Forums for Supported Playgroups doubled in size in its final forum for the year, growing
in numbers and enthusiasm.

Let’s Get Connected Reflective Practice Forums (Project Worker: Jackie Stewart)
Let’s Get Connected Forums where held twice in 2010 - 2011 with further events to follow later this year.
The forums focused on where and how mainstream services could increase access to Aboriginal families in
Metro West. Close consultation with local Aboriginal workers and services to identify local needs and issues
was a key element of the process, along with creating the opportunity for mainstream services and workers
to come together with local Aboriginal services and workers to discuss and plan together. We received a
great response to the forums with participants showing commitment to both attending the forums and
exploring where they could enhance their practice and service delivery to better support local Aboriginal
families and community. A regional wide action plan to enhance local access for Aboriginal families and
communities was developed as part of this process which will be reviewed at future forums.
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FNSW FFF Project Results 2010 to 2011
Initiatives Completed

Results

Events Held:

How Much:

Let’s Get Connected Reflective Practice Forum - Aug 2010

21 Initiatives (71 hours)

Blacktown Child & Family Forum 2 – Sept 2010

720 Participants from 415 Organisations

Holroyd/Parramatta Child & Family Forum 2 – Sept 2010

(inc 7 x ATSI and 15 x CALS specific organisations)

Hills Child & Family Forum 2 – Sept 2010

How Well:

Community Hubs & SaCCS Reflective Practice Forum – Sept 2010
Auburn Child & Family Forum 2 – Oct 2010

9% - ATSI participation
16% - CALD participation

Penrith Child & Family Forum 2 – Nov 2010

88.2% - quality of trainer skills & knowledge

Hawkesbury Child & Family Forum 2 – Nov 2010
Supported Playgroups Reflective Practice Forum – Nov 2010

87.3% - quality of location, venue & catering

Community Hubs & SaCCS Reflective Practice Forum – Dec 2010

Who’s better Off:

Community Hubs & SaCCS Reflective Practice Forum – Feb 2011

74.9% - learning from evidence base

Hills Child & Family Forum 3 – March 2011

80.5% - achievement of learning goals

Supported Playgroups Reflective Practice Forum – March 2011
Let’s Get Connected Reflective Practice Forum – March 2011
Blacktown Child & Family Forum 3 – May 2011
Auburn Child & Family Forum 3 – May 2011
Holroyd/Parramatta Child & Family Forum 3 – May 2011
Community Hubs & SaCCS Reflective Practice Forum – May 2011
Penrith Child & Family Forum 3 – May 2011
Hawkesbury Child & Family Forum 3 – May 2011

The following information was collected
via mid project survey (10% response rate)

48.3% of workers applied one or more
new ideas / strategies to own practice
19.5% of agencies introduced a new
strategy to improve access for hard
to reach families

24.1% of agencies started a new
Child & Family Forum Culmination Event - June 2011
partnership with another service
Other Initiatives: Set up / consult with 8 local working groups. to support hard to reach families

New Directions for the FFF Project:
In July 2011 FNSW Facilitated Forums Projects will be
merged with FWT+DP FNSW Learning & Development
Projects. The aim of the FFF Project (to enhance local
collaborative practice) will stay a main priority. New
initiatives will include: the formation of ‘Local
Collaboration Working Groups’ to foster and support
joint responses to local community issues; and
ongoing sector capacity, skill and knowledge
development via 3 ‘Early Childhood Summits’ in 2012.
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FNSW CBBP LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
CBBH (Cumberland, Blacktown, Baulkham Hills) Learning & Development
Project is aimed at enhancing the capacity of workers, services and networks to
support families in children’s early years. In 2010 – 2011, the project provided a wide variety of training
delivered to around 400 participants at 15 events. Training topics are chosen in direct response to
consultation with local service providers and workers, who continue to demonstrate their ongoing
commitment to best practice and best outcomes for families through their attendance at training. Events
included: communication; supervision; mandatory reporting; dealing with aggression; child development;
engaging fathers; and theory based events in attachment, play therapy and early literacy.
Cultural Intelligent Service Delivery continued to be in high demand with participants from a wide variety of
services including Family Support, Community Development, Supported Accommodation, Multicultural
Services, Department of Education, Disability and Counselling Services. Collaboration with local Migrant
Resource Services saw events held to meet the direct needs of those working with CALD communities, as
well as for workers from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds.
A partnership with the Men and Family Relationship Network, with facilitator Andrew King, saw a series of
events to support the inclusion of Fathers in child and family work. These events provided participants with
evidence based information, skills and strategies as well as practice wisdom from service providers.
Participants came from as far away as the Central Coast, Melbourne (and even someone from London)!
The FNSW Sponsorship and Subsidy Scheme for CBBH saw sixteen participants from thirteen organisations
attend Learning and Development opportunities with FWT+DP and other training organisations.
Project Worker: Vicki Wilde

Initiatives Completed

Results

Workshops & Forums:

How Much:

 Attachment Practice - Aug

15 Events (18 days / 134 hours)

 Making the Most of Supervision - Aug

369 participants from 213 Organisations
(inc 4 x ATSI and 12 x CALD specific services)

 Making the Most of Supervision: for MRC’s - Aug
 Child’s Play: More than Fun & Games - Oct
 Supporting Bilingual Children & Families with Early Literacy - Nov
 Introduction to Childhood Developmental Disorders - Dec
 Smoking Cares - Dec

How Well:
3% - ATSI participation

 Communication Skills for CALD Workers - Feb

27% - CALD participation

 Culturally Intelligent Community Services (2 days) - March

90.8 % - quality of trainers skills and
knowledge

 Child’s Play: More than Fun and Games - March
 Engaging Men in Family Based Programs - April

85.5% - quality of location, venue
and catering

 Identifying Childhood Developmental Disorders - May
 Below the Threshold - June
 Father Inclusive Practice Forum - June

Who’s better Off:

 Dealing with Aggressive People - June

87.3% - learning from evidence base

Other Initiatives:

86.5% - achievement of learning goals

1. Sponsorship and Subsidy Program
2. Migrant Resource Centres L&D Planning Group (6 x meetings

with 4 x MRC’s to identify training needs / plan CALD events)
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$2876.00 in sponsorships and subsidies was
provided to 16 workers from 11 organisations

FNSW NEPEAN LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
The FNSW Nepean Learning & Development Project is aimed at enhancing the
capacity of workers, services and networks to support families in children’s
early years. In 2010 – 2011, the project provided a wide variety of training delivered to around 541
participants at 15 events. Two workshops were repeated due to waiting lists and popular demand – ‘Below
the Threshold’ and ‘Attachment theory and practice’. Other highlights included:
Professor Karen Malone was brought back to the Blue Mountains to deliver ‘Child Friendly Cities’
workshops in partnership with Blue Mountains Council ‘Stronger Family Alliance’. These events were further
supported through $700 in group subsidy and sponsorships. Workshop feedback was extremely positive.
‘Working with Aboriginal families and Communities’ was held for the first time in the Hawkesbury LGA.
Demand for this workshop was very high and feedback was very positive.
A new partnership between FWT+DP, Penrith Council, Nepean Migrant Association, NSW Health, Mission
Australia and Anglicare was developed to deliver ‘Working with African Families’ (Southern Sudanese).
Complimentary places were also made available to Mamre Crèche workers.
New trainers introduced into the project this year included paediatric speech pathologists from The
Children’s Hospital at Westmead as part of the ‘Let’s Talk About it!’ event. This was the first time this
training was available outside of the hospital.
Refer also to additional reports for the MARCS (Migrant and Refugee Children Support) Project and Blue
Mountains Early Childhood Summit for detailed information on achievements in these areas of the project.
Project Worker: Jane Skelton

Initiatives Completed

Results

Workshops & Forums:

How Much:
15 Events (13 days / 90 hours)

Working with Aboriginal Families and Communities – Oct
Let’s Talk About it! speech, language and communication – Oct
Stronger Families Alliance Early Childhood Summit – Oct
Attachment theory: for those who work with children – Oct
Attachment Practice: moving from theory to practice – Oct
Attachment Theory: (repeated due to demand) – Nov
Attachment Practice: (repeated due to demand) – Nov
Working with Children with a mental health disorder – Nov

541 participants from 320 Organisations
(inc 2 x ATSI / 3 x CALD specific services)

How Well:
5% - ATSI participation
7% - CALD participation
90.6% - quality of trainers skills and
knowledge

Below the Threshold – March
Below the Threshold (repeated due to demand) – June
Working with African Refugee Families (Southern Sudanese) – June
Creating a Child Friendly City: session 1 – June
Follow Up Events from Early Childhood Summit:
Child Friendly Cities: session 2 (Planning workshop SFA) – June
Child Friendly Cities: session 3 (Local Council & community) – June
Launch of MARCS Diversity in Practice Kit – June

89.2% - quality of event location, venue
and catering
Who’s better Off:
86.4% - learning from evidence base
88.7% - achievement of learning goals

Other Activities:
1. Sponsorship/Subsidy Program
2. MARCS Working Group (12 agencies x 9 meetings)
3. Child Friendly Cities Planning Committee (6 Agencies x 3 meetings)
4. African Families Workshop Planning Group (10 Agencies x 2 meetings)
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$700 provided through sponsorships
and subsidy program community
capacity building planning group

FNSW CHILDREN’S SERVICES PROJECT
The Children Services (Building Curriculum Around Families & Communities)
Project was completed in September 2010. This was the culmination of a very
successful and well attended series of in depth training and discussion that had been delivered over a
period of more than two years. A report commenting on the overall outcomes of the project was also
produced to help inform ongoing work in this area.
The final series of events were held in Richmond and in South Windsor to explore the various ways in which
early childhood centres and children’s services could network into local communities to strengthen their
place in the community and enhance a community inclusive approach to everyday practice, incorporating
the Early Learning Framework to build curriculum. This reflective practice program required participants to
actively participate in identifying and implementing practice knowledge into their workplace.
Participants responded in a positive and active way to the program; with many stating that the new
framework provided an opportunity to look at relationships with the child, their centre programs and how
to explore new directions with early learning, self knowledge and work practice. Participants said they were
encouraged to understand the links between early childhood services and primary school curriculum. They
also said they enjoyed the opportunity to connect with other early childhood workers to share ideas and
experiences, learn to implement reflective learning into their work practices and become more familiar
with the Early Years Learning Framework.
FNSW Projects Team Leader: Vicki Wilde

Initiatives Completed

Results

Building Curriculum Around Families &
Communities (5 part series)

How Much:

Hawkesbury Events (July – Sept 2010)
Windsor Events (July – Sept 2010)

Related Activities:
Completion of Projects Outcomes Report

10 Events (30 hours)
136 participants from 46 Organisations

How Well:
0% - ATSI participation
3% - CALD participation
94.3% - quality of trainer skill and knowledge
92.9% - quality of event location, venue & catering

Who’s better Off:
66.4% - learning from evidence base
86.9% - achievement of learning goals

Participant Feedback (Sept 2010)
“Highlight was hearing how schools and
early childhood link together and overlap”
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FWT+DP DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TRAINING PROJECT
The Domestic Violence Training Project was established in direct response to
the expressed needs of local workers for practice based training relating to
domestic violence (particularly its impacts on children). To address these needs
FWT+DP applied to Corrective Services NSW Victims of Violent Crime Grants
Program for funding for 3 x ‘DV & Kids Forums’. Partnerships with local
practitioners and specialist services and overseas expert, Meg Brooks Kuhner
(from Vermont USA) combined to make for highly relevant and well received
training for over 170 local workers. The Forums were also used to gather
information and resources for sharing with the broader sector and to assess
practice issues and challenges faced by local workers to help inform both local
practice and future training priorities. For a report of project outcomes and all
resources, go to: http://www.fwtdp.org.au/index.php/resources/kidsand-dv.
In recognition of the need for ongoing training in best practice responses to domestic violence, FWT+DP
made the commitment to continue to provide DV training to the local sector with its own funds through the
formal establishment of the FWT+DP DV Training Project. In 2010 / 2011 this Project provided 2 additional
Domestic Violence Training Workshops (delivered by Meg Brooks Kuhner) in September 2010, to
compliment and extend learning from the DV & Kids Forums. A further workshop on professional self care
(Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction-MBSR) was also held in November 2010. This event was run in
response to issues raised by many workers at the Forums of the challenges involved, personally and
professionally working with the impacts of Domestic Violence. The MBSR workshop engaged
internationally renowned MBSR trainer, Janet Solyntjes (from Colorado USA) who kindly agreed to tailor
MBSR training to the local community sector context while in Australia delivering other training. These
events were also very popular with almost 80 registrations in all.
FWT+DP will continue its commitment to fund the Domestic Violence Training Project under the guidance
of Jackie Stewart as Project Worker from July 2011.
Manager, Project Development: Maria Losurdo

Initiatives Completed

Overall Results

VOVC Funded Events:

How Much:

Kids & DV Forum - Rooty Hill

Sept 2010

6 Events (42 hours)

Kids & DV Forum - Penrith

Sept 2010

251 participants from 165 Organisations

Kids & DV Forum - Parramatta

Sept 2010

How Well:

Additional DV Project Events:

8% - ATSI participation

Kids & DV Workshop - Penrith

Sept 2010

22% - CALD participation

Kids & DV Workshop - Rooty Hill

Sept 2010

93.4% - quality of trainer skill & knowledge

Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

Nov 2010

93.7% - location, venue & catering
Who is better off:
84.9% - learning from evidence base
90.5% - achieving learning goals
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RESULTS BASED ACCOUNTABILITY TRAINING PROJECT
In the original Results Based Accountability (RBA) Project, 52 workers from 34 agencies took part in a range
of RBA training activities over 10 months from Feb to Nov 2009.
The outcomes for participating agencies were captured in a final project
report which was launched in July 2010 at a formal event aimed at sharing
information and resources with the broader local sector.
In early to mid 2011 discussions were re-kindled with the University of
Western Sydney to explore the possibility of reconnecting with agencies
who participated in the original project to assess their experiences in
implementing RBA in the 18 months since completing the training.
By June 2011 agreement was reached to undertake this work, with all
local project partners (UWS, FWT+DP, CRN and WSCF) agreeing to
contribute funds to help make it happen. The new RBA Extension
Project is due to get underway in Aug / Sept 2011 and will focus on
identifying progress and challenges in implementing RBA at a local
level and to identify and share best practice tips, tools and resources.
Manager, Project Development: Maria Losurdo

Project Partners:

Initiatives Delivered
Project Report and Research Results

Results
July 2010

Launch Participation:
46 workers from 25 (NGO
and Govt) Organisations

June 2011

Partnership agreement
reached with: Family Worker
Training + Development
Programme; University of Western
Sydney; Community Resource
Network and Western Sydney
Community Forum

(Launch to share information, tools and
resources gained by local agencies who
participated in the original RBA Project)

RBA Extension Project
(Establish partner agreement to develop
RBA Extension Project plan to assess local
progress and challenges implementing
RBA since the original RBA project)
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BETTER FUTURES METRO WEST
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
This project was aimed at developing a Better Futures Learning
and Development strategy across Metro West through evidence
based reflective practice framework. Consultation with key stakeholders identified specific focus areas
where training was needed. So far the project has delivered two full day workshops tailored to the needs
expressed by workers around understanding adolescent brain development and narrative approaches to
working with young people from refugee backgrounds or young people who have experienced hardship of
trauma.
The project has also held a very successful two day youth worker conference showcasing new and
innovative programs and relevant services to some 101 workers, representing 43 organisations across
Metro West. Evaluation and feedback from this event and the project in general has been overwhelmingly
positive with participants especially thankful for the opportunity to access such high quality innovative
evidence based practice models, for it to be locally based and affordable training, and for the opportunities
to network with fellow workers in the youth sector. Event organisation (including the conference) was
provided by project workers Jackie Stewart and Veronica Riddell.
The four remaining initiatives of this project will be held during July – September 2011.
Project Coordinator: Julianne Abood

Initiatives Completed

Results
How Much:
3 Events (31 hours)
142 participants from 67 Organisations
(inc 1 x ATSI and 2 x CALS specific organisations)

Events Delivered:
Adolescent Brain Development Workshop – Oct 2010
2 Day Metro West Youth Workers Conference – Feb 2011
Team of Life Workshop
(Giving young people a sporting chance) – Feb 2011

How Well:
9% - ATSI participation
22% - CALD participation
96.9% - quality of trainer skills and
knowledge
93.9% - quality of event location,
venue and catering
Who’s better Off:
80.6% - learning from evidence base
95.3% - achievement of learning goals
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BETTER FUTURES NEPEAN
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
This project was unique in that it provided the opportunity to
build the capacity of Nepean Better Futures project workers by
providing relevant professional development opportunities for working with 9 -18 year olds. The training
this project delivered has assisted workers to modify and develop programs specifically tailored to group
work in a classroom setting, while also taking into account the very limited face to face time allocated with
young people. The project also provided support to workers in developing evaluation tools to match service
specifications that catered for the specific needs of students and/or particular population groups. Reflective
practice learning circles were also held and a sponsorship and subsidy scheme provided to extend training
opportunities. Event organisation was supported by project workers Jackie Stewart and Veronica Riddell.
Initially during consultation many youth workers had expressed feelings of inadequacy and inexperience
when faced with disruptive and challenging behaviours in group work, risk taking behaviours, violence,
bullying, cyber bullying, disclosure of domestic violence, sexual abuse, alcoholic parents, parents with
mental illness, alcohol and drug abuse, and the list goes on. Youth workers are working with some of the
most challenging young people and many of them do not have specialist training or experience in all the
areas that they are faced with as part of their project work. The training provided by our project has helped
to build the confidence and capacity of youth workers in the Nepean to better understand the issues that
many young people face, to build their tool kit of practical strategies, to work more effectively in a wide
variety of settings, to assist them in working with at risk young people from strength based approaches, to
form networks with relevant information and referral services, and to protect and care for themselves.
Project Coordinator: Julianne Abood

Initiatives Completed

Results
How Much:
6 Events (approx 26 hours)
38 participants from 29 Organisations

Events Delivered:

How Well:

RAGE Facilitator Training – Dec 2010

7% - ATSI participation

Understanding challenging and disruptive
behaviours – June 2011

7% - CALD participation
89.4% - quality of trainer skills and
knowledge

Reflective Practice Learning Circles - quarterly

94.5% - quality of event location,
venue and catering
Who’s better Off:
69.2% - learning from evidence base
85.5% - achievement of learning goals
$1176 in sponsorships and subsidies
provided to 6 workers
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Special
Projects
Outcome
Reports
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HEALING OUR WAY CONFERENCE
“Cultural approaches to working with Aboriginal families
and communities impacted by violence and trauma”
'Healing Our Way’ was held in March 2011. The conference (initiated by Rosie’s Place and funded by Sydney
West Area Health Service) aimed to build capacity within local Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal agencies in
Western Sydney to respond in culturally sensitive and appropriate ways to issues of child abuse and
neglect, sexual assault and domestic violence. Around 200 delegates attended the 2 days including
counsellors, and mental health, health, sexual assault, PANOC, family support and child protection services.
Day one focused on narrative approaches to working with Aboriginal families and communities including
keynotes from Aunty Barbara Wingard and David Denborough from the Dulwich Centre in Adelaide, and
Tim Aguis, Director of Aboriginal Health for Sydney West Area Health Service. Workshops on the narrative
theme included 'Yarning Up on trauma’ with Shaun Coade from Berry Street in Victoria, ‘Narrative
Approaches to Counselling’ with Ceane Towers, and ‘Goangunn Dubuy Aboriginal Women's Wellbeing
Program’ with Melinda Brown. The theme of day two was on 'Healing Our Way - Cultural Programs’ with
keynotes from Richard Weston from the National Healing Foundation and Pam Greer from the Education
Centre Against Violence (ECAV). Workshops represented cultural programs developed by ECAV, SNAICC,
Marrin Weejali, Mudgin Gal Aboriginal Corp., Women's Legal Services NSW, and the Aboriginal Women’s
Leadership Program, Benevolent Society.
There were many highlights to this event including the engaging and inspiring storytelling by Uncle Greg
and the beautiful moving performance by Jacinta Tobin. Pam Greer’s acknowledgement of the hard work
achieved over the years by many dedicated and committed people working with child protection and the
effects of trauma in Aboriginal communities most surely moved and inspired the workers in the room to
continue on with this often challenging but very essential work. Many delegates also had the opportunity
over the two days to share their own stories and experiences with the group also helping to create a feeling
of solidarity and connectedness. Personally, this event was a highlight for me as it provided the rare
opportunity to bring together so many very special dedicated people to share their knowledge, expertise,
experiences and innovative work in Western Sydney. The feedback I have received from both presenters
and delegates has made me feel assured and very satisfied that all the planning, time and effort put into
organising this event was very well worthwhile.
Conference Coordinator: Julianne Abood

Initiatives Completed
Healing Our Way Conference
March 2011

Overall Results
How Much: 2 Day Event (14 hours) attended by
185 participants from 106 Organisations
How Well:
28% - ATSI participation
10% - CALD participation
83% - overall quality rating of key note speakers
72% - overall quality rating of panel discussions
76% - overall rating of workshop presentations
84% - learning from best practice & research

‘Reconciliation of Self’ Artwork by Karen Maber

84% - quality of location, venue & catering
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MIGRANT AND REFUGEE CHILDREN’S
SUPPORT (MARCS) WORKING GROUP
A special highlight of the FNSW Nepean Learning and Development Project was the recent launch of

‘Diversity in Practice – A resource kit for early childhood services working with children and
families from migrant and refugee backgrounds in the Nepean area’. This resource was funded by
Families NSW and Penrith City Council and was developed by the Migrant and Refugee Children Support
(MARCS) working group to assist early childhood service providers to improve access and the provision of
culturally inclusive programming for migrant and refugee children and their families in the Nepean area.
The development of this resource was initiated as a
result of identifying a need to improve access to
culturally inclusive practice in early childhood
services for migrant and refugee children and
families in the Nepean area. Although this resource
was developed specifically for early childhood
services in the Nepean, much of the information in
the tip sheets is relevant to all early childhood
educators and is aligned with the Early Years
Learning Framework for Australia.
The resource was designed specifically to support
the development and inclusion of children in their
early formative years by assisting early childhood
educators to work more closely and effectively
with parents and children from migrant and
refugee backgrounds. The resource kit includes
seven tip sheets on topic specific information and
serves as a guide to raising awareness around
diverse cultural practices and special needs or
requirements that are most relevant to working
with migrant and refugee children and families in
an early childhood service setting.
The MARCS Resource Kit was launched in June to
over 100 workers from 60 local services at the
Child & Family Culmination Event.
The resource kit was intentionally designed to be colourful and pleasing to the eye and was formatted in an
‘A’ frame calendar style so it could be placed on the desk or in an accessible and visible position for workers
to easily access. Additional copies of each or all tip sheets have been made available on the Family Worker
Training website, also to aid easy access.
As the project coordinator of the resource it was a great pleasure working with such a committed group of
workers and to watch the development of the resource grow from an idea to its final form. The resource is
still in the process of being distributed to early childhood services in the Nepean and we already have
received an overwhelmingly positive response from workers regarding the usefulness and value of the
information in the resource. This project is a great example of how working collaboratively can achieve
positive outcomes and showcases many positive aspects of collaborative work as expertise and experience,
perspectives and ideas, and support and resources are shared to achieve an agreed goal.
Project Coordinator – Julianne Abood
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BLUE MOUNTAINS EARLY CHILDHOOD SUMMIT II
The 2010 Blue Mountains Early Childhood Summit II held at the
Carrington Hotel in Katoomba was the follow up event of the highly
successful 2008 Blue Mountains Early Childhood Summit. Run as
part of the FNSW Nepean Learning and Development Project, the
event was attended by 180 professionals from a diverse range of
child and family services across the Blue Mountains. The 2010
Summit presented new evidence base in early childhood; explored
strategies of how to bring the Child and Family Plan to life; and
provided facilitated workshops enabling participants to immediately
put into practice new knowledge within a multi-disciplinary context.
The Summit also facilitated new cross disciplinary professional
relationships relevant to participants’ day to day work.
Participants were seated on area specific tables so that all services
represented for each area were provided with the opportunity to
collaborate and build partnerships. Participants represented the
fields of primary school teaching, early childhood education and
care, early childhood intervention (disability and developmental
delay), family support, child protection, recreationally based Council
services, Dept of Community Services, Dept of Health, Centrelink,
women’s health, legal services, specialist Aboriginal child and family
support, community development and parent group-work.
Evaluation feedback provided very positive responses about the
outcomes of group work process that were achieved throughout the
day and the impetus this gave for many services to work more
strategically and collaboratively.
Project Coordinator – Julianne Abood
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AEDI LOCAL CHAMPION PROJECT
The Australian Early Development Index (AEDI) Project is a short term initiative to be run from February
to September 2011 and focus specifically on the Blacktown (excluding Mt Druitt) and Penrith Local
Government Areas. ‘Local Champions’ aim to increase agency and community awareness of AEDI results and
work in partnership with local communities, parents and non-government and government agencies to
identify initiatives to support young children prior to school entry using AEDI results and website resources.
The Australian Early Development Index (AEDI) is a population measure of children’s development in
communities across Australia. It provides a national picture of children’s health and development – a first
for Australia. The results highlight the developmental strengths in the community as well as what can be
improved. The results correlate with Australian Bureau of Statistics data and in most cases can be viewed at a
suburb level for all local government areas. Social demographic data can also be viewed alongside AEDI
results to build a rich picture of community experience, strengths and challenges.
The data (provided by teachers of
kindergarten children) was first
gathered in 2009 and will be collected
again in 2013. Around 99% of state
schools and 85% of independent
schools have participated to date. All
results
are
available
online:
www.aedi.org.au.
AEDI aims to improve the early
childhood outcomes of all children in
our society by providing a picture of
where and how children are most
vulnerable so we can work together to
help all children be ready for school.

By knowing where / how children’s development
is vulnerable before they reach school
(Current Result Curve)

We can work together (in targeted ways)
to give children the best start at school
(Desired Result Curve)

As at June the Project had established local contacts and provided a number of both formal and informal
information sessions. The bulk the project’s work (to be detailed in next year’s annual report) will include
extensive contact with local services and networks and a number of local Forums.
Project Worker, Sharmila Falzon
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TREASURER’S REPORT AND AUDITED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2010 TO 2011
A sound financial performance and program growth mark the 2010-2011 financial year for Family
Worker Training + Development Programme Inc.
Matrix on Board has provided the Board with quarterly financial reports this year which is a
change on previous years. The unique format, financial analysis, notes and visual summary has
provided the Board with a snapshot of our year to date performance. This has been most helpful.
I’d like to thank Heather Callaghan our Financial Administrator for her diligent record keeping,
accounting and preparation which has provided accurate financial data for reporting purposes.
Thank you for the privilege of serving Family Worker Training + Development, an organisation in
touch with and committed to building the capacity of community services.
Overview of the 2010-2011 Financial Year:
Total Income

$1,371,576

Total Expenditure

$1,370,912 (break even situation)

Total Assets

$610,183

Total Cash

$546,196

Total Liabilities

$497,802 (includes grants in advance)

Total Equity

$112,382

I endorse the audited financial statement provided in this annual report and commend it to your
further attention.

FWT+DP Board Member / Treasurer: Peter O’Brien
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MINUTES 2009-2010
Minutes of the Family Worker Training + Development Programme
Annual General Meeting
15th October, 2010
Present: see attendance list
Apologies: see apologies list
Meeting opened by Kerry Thomas at 1.30pm
Minutes of last AGM held 11th November, 2009
Accepted: Marnel Lagarde
Seconded:

Janine Madden

President’s Report presented by Kerry Thomas
Manager’s Report presented by Jackie Wilgress
Financial Report presented by Peter O’Brien
Accepted:
Janine Madden Seconded:

Cheryl Charlesworth

Annual Return-Department of Fair Trading
Deborah Deering and Janine Madden to sign Annual Statement
The following changes have already been put to members in a letter along with the new constitution. Members need
to vote on these today.
Motion No. 1] FWT+DP change its governance structure from a Management Committee to a Board of Management.
Moved – Kerry Thomas Seconded- Peter O’Brien
Vote from members –
YES - 8
NO - 0
Motion No.2
We move to adopt the newly revised ‘model constitution’
Moved Kerry Thomas
Seconded Peter O’Brien
Vote from members –
YES - 7
NO - 0
Abstain – 1
Management Committee stood down and handed over to Returning Officer: Marnel Lagarde
Marnel thanked the outgoing committee and called for nominations for the Board of Directors
Nominees:
Kerry Thomas
Deborah Deering
Cheryl Charlesworth
Peter O’Brien
Remy Matias
Janine Madden
Janine Madden also nominated as Public Officer
No further nominations received on the day all nominations pre AGM accepted.
Nominees declared elected and welcomed to the Board of Directors by the returning officer
Kerry Thomas on behalf of the new Board of Directors thanked Tracy Taylor for being a Committee Member during
2009/10 and Veronica Riddell for being the Public Officer for a long time.
AGM Closed at 1.45pm
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING ATTENDANCE 2009-2010
AGM 2009-2010 Apologies:
Surname

First Name

Organisation

Bates
Carrigan
Grant
McIntyre
Parmenter

Barbie
John
Luke
Heather
Gae

Metro West Community Services
Community Resource Network
Corrective Services
Quakers Hill Family Centre
BBH Network

AGM 2009-2010 Attendance:
Surname
Abood
Appiah-Brenyah
Ayling
Balzer
Bantram
Blanchard
Brown
Bryant
Bulley
Callaghan
Cavagnino
Chadszinow
Charlesworth
Cole
Dalitz
Dang
Darvall
Deering
Ellis
Escortin
Ferrer
Fitzsimmons
Hoskins
Jin
Jones
Kaur
King
Lagarde
Lindsell
Losurdo
Madden
Marsonet

First Name
Julianne
Lyndall
Kathryn
Maree
John
Andreanne
Nathan
Zoe
Jennifer
Heather
Linda
Nicole
Cheryl
Robynne
Sonia
Teresa
Patricia
Deborah
Theresa
Maggie
Cynthia
Barbara
Richard
Bih Yuh
Liz
Mohan
Andrew
Marnel
Corinne
Maria
Janine
Linda

Organisation
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Catherine Villa
Mt Druitt Family Violence Team
Hawkesbury Community Services Inc
CatholicCare Fairfield
Community Services (Eastern Sydney)
Wesley Mission Brighter Futures Program
Hawkesbury Community Services Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Swinson Cottage Family Centre
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Blacktown Family Relationship Centre
Community Services - Parramatta
Penrith City Council
Community Services - St Marys
Community Services - Penrith
Junaya for Families
Housing NSW - Penrith
Rosies Place
Ageing Disability and Home Care
Community Services - Blacktown
Sydney West Area Health Service - Mt Druitt
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Hawkesbury Community Services Inc
Fleet St Opioid Treatment Unit
Crisis Support Services
Parramatta/Holroyd Family Support
Centrelink - Regents Park
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Hawkesbury Community Services Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
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Matias
Matusz
McAlpine
Nagy
Nesbitt
O'Brien
O'Donoghue
Paino
Quinn
Riddell
Skelton
Smith
Stewart
Stewart
Stuart
Taylor
Thomas
Thomas
Tipper
van Woudenberg
Want
Watson
Webb
Whale
Wilde
Wilgress
Williams
Zaccazan

Remy
Cheryle
Christine
Elizabeth
Maureen
Peter
Sarah
Emma
Carolyn
Veronica
Jane
Julianne Kaye
Jackie
Sarah
Laura-Lee
Robyn
Debbie
Kerry
Margaret
Karen
Catherine
Max
Leonie
Lynne
Vicki
Jackie
Catherine
Mandy

CentaCare Catholic Social Services -Blacktown
Swinson Cottage Family Centre
Community Services (Eastern Sydney)
Quakers Hill Family Centre
Mt Druitt Family Violence Team
Wesley Mission
Centrelink - Hornsby
Centrelink - Redfern
Trainer
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Blacktown Probation and Parole
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Education Centre Against Violence
Community Services Agency - Brighter Futures, Windsor
Nepean Division of GP
Housing NSW
Gateway Family Services
Community Resource Network Inc.
Penrth City Council
Rosies Place
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
IVPRS Springfield Cottage SWAHS
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc
Community Services - St Marys
Blacktown Probation and Parole
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